Abstract-Autonomous mobile robots perform many tasks, such as grasping and inspection, that may require complete models of three-dimensional (3-D) objects in the environment. If little or no knowledge about an object is known a priori, the robot must take sensor measurements from strategically determined viewpoints in order to reconstruct a 3-D model of the object. We propose an autonomous object reconstruction approach for mobile robots that is very general, with no assumptions about object shape or size, such as a bounding box or predetermined set of candidate viewpoints. A probabilistic, volumetric method for determining the optimal next-best view is developed based on a partial model of a 3-D object of unknown shape and size. The proposed method integrates an object probability characteristic to determine sensor views that incrementally reconstruct a 3-D model of the object. Experiments in simulation and on a real-world robot validate the work and compare it to the state of the art.
I. INTRODUCTION
A N IMPORTANT aspect of autonomous mobile robots is their ability to interact with the environment. In order to achieve this, robots must sense and perceive their environment, including sometimes the shapes of objects. For example, a robot may need to know the shape of an object for classification, or may need to inspect a large object to find an item of interest. Many times, objects are not known a priori, requiring the robot to first explore the object via sensor measurements from multiple viewpoints. During exploration of an unknown environment, objects of interest may also have unknown size/extent. We propose an approach for autonomous exploration and reconstruction of objects with no a priori assumptions on their shape Manuscript received September 15, 2016 ; accepted January 4, 2017. Date of publication January 27, 2017; date of current version March 27, 2017. This letter was recommended for publication by Associate Editor S. Behnke and Editor T. Asfour upon evaluation of the reviewers comments. This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under CPS Grant CNS-1329692 and NSF's Graduate Research Fellowship under Grant DGE-1650441.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/LRA. 2017.2660769 or bounding box. We also propose a fully probabilistic method for determining the Next Best View (NBV) for sensor placement, which forms the basis for the autonomous reconstruction algorithm. The method uses an entropy-based cost function in conjunction with a 3D occupancy grid to predict the expected information gain for measurements from candidate viewpoints based on the current object representation. The NBV algorithm weighs entropy calculations for each voxel by its probabilitiy of belonging to the object and being visible from a candidate viewpoint. This allows the method to be used with no assumption on object size. Any partial view of an object is required to begin reconstruction. The algorithm iteratively selects a NBV based on the current model of the object and attempts to navigate to that viewpoint while continuously collecting new sensor measurements to improve the object reconstruction. This process is repeated until object reconstruction is complete. The NBV search space is dynamically adjusted as the object is reconstructed and is permitted to include unknown space. An information-based termination criterion is used to let the algorithm determine when the object is fully reconstructed.
The letter is outlined as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III presents the information-based NBV cost function. Section IV presents the reconstruction algorithm. Section V presents results and comparison to other work in simulation experiments, and Section VI presents results from an experiment with a robot in the real world.
II. RELATED WORK
Next Best View planning intelligently determines new viewpoints for taking sensor measurements that maximize information collection from the environment. Common examples of desired information are a 3D reconstruction of an object or a map of the environment. Three types of applications that make use of NBV algorithms are: detailed 3D model reconstruction, environment exploration and mapping, and inspection tasks where basic geometry of the object is known a priori.
In 3D object reconstruction applications, it is commonly assumed that the object is enclosed in a volume that limits the position and extent of the object. An enclosing sphere has been used, with candidate viewpoints sampled from various positions on the sphere [1] - [5] . Other methods assume a bounding box around a workspace such as a turntable. Pito et al. samples points from a cylinder surrounding a turntable from which to take measurements with a laser stripe scanner [6] . These and similar methods are used for generating detailed 3D reconstructions of small objects that can be grasped by robotic arms or placed on tables inside the workspace of a scanner or sensor mounted on a robotic arm. However, not only does this enclosing volume assumption enforce a limitation on the size of the object, it also assumes that the whole object is visible from viewpoints on the enclosing sphere or cylinder, which is not necessarily true for non-convex objects. Kriegel et al. does not limit candidate viewpoints to a sphere, but still assumes a bounding box containing the object and assumes all other areas in the robot workspace (robotic arm) are free [7] .
Dunn et al. and Rainville et al. present NBV strategies for autonomous mobile robots to reconstruct 3D objects without assuming enclosing spheres [8] , [9] . However, these methods rely on a priori models of the objects for calculating information gain from candidate viewpoints. This work presents a novel approach that makes no a priori assumptions about the object shape except the requirement of an initial partial view of the object to start the algorithm.
NBV algorithms designed for mobile robot exploration and mapping generally make no assumption about the size or shape of objects in the environment. However, they also generally make no distinction between different types of unknown volumes in the environment; i.e. the object and the ground. Instead, these algorithms seek to maximize the volume of unknown space visible from the next viewpoint. For example, [10] and [11] search for the closest frontier between known and unknown space and select that as the NBV. Thus, these methods are not well-suited to obtaining representations of specific 3D objects in the environment.
Krainin et al. predicts the information gain (decrease in entropy) for visible portions of the object that have been determined occupied from previous measurements, and assigns a high information gain for visible portions of the object that form boundaries between occupied surfaces and unknown areas [1] . The algorithm then finds the candidate viewpoint that maximizes this predicted information gain. But these information gains from unknown volumes are arbitrarily assigned, not based in probability theory. In addition, the contribution of other unknown volumes to the total information gain is not considered. Potthast et al. uses an entropy-based cost function in combination with a 3D occupancy grid, but uses a bounding volume of a tabletop for containing the object and robot workspace [12] . Vasquez-Gomez et al. [13] uses an octree volumetric method for reconstructing an object and keeps track of all unknown, free, and occupied voxels for calculating the NBV. However, the cost is a function of the number of unknown voxels expected to be visible from candidate viewpoints, and a probabilistic method is not used to predict information gain from new viewpoints. Vasquez-Gomez et al. [14] and recently Isler et al. [15] use volumetric, information gain-based NBV methods in active reconstruction systems for mobile robots, but still assume an enclosing bounding box with a predetermined set of candidate viewpoints, such as a table workspace or enclosing cylinder.
A. Novel Contributions
This work presents the Adaptable, Probabilistic Object Reconstruction Algorithm (APORA). To the authors' knowledge, APORA is the first complete autonomous 3D object reconstruction algorithm that adapts to objects of any size. It uses a novel information-based view quality function that uses a fully probabilistic method to predict information gain from candidate viewpoints. In a comparison study, the algorithm performed similar to or better than the recent algorithm by Isler et al. [15] , and does not require any assumptions on object size as some existing formulations require. (E.g. [12] ). A highly efficient, fast implementation of the cost function calculation is also presented that enables the reconstruction algorithm to search candidate viewpoint sets that are several orders of magnitude larger in size than state of the art methods. This enables the proposed algorithm to reconstruct complex and large objects that require much larger candidate viewpoint sets to achieve complete coverage.
To adapt to objects of different sizes, the proposed work presents a novel method for dynamically generating searchspaces of candidate viewpoints based on current object information. These viewpoints are not restricted to known free space in the environment. To account for an unknown environment and viewpoints in unknown space, the proposed work includes a navigation component for dynamic path planning and obstacle avoidance. This component enables the algorithm to determine if a NBV becomes unreachable and accordingly compute a new NBV based on the updated map. The inclusion of this component is novel from existing contributions, which assume bounds on the object of interest and a known clear workspace surrounding it for the configuration space of the robot, (e.g. [7] , [13] - [16] ).
III. VIEW QUALITY FUNCTION
Before describing the general architecture of APORA, we present the information-based view quality function. This function takes into account all portions of the environment in calculating information gain, including empty, occupied, and unknown spaces. It also considers expected self-occlusion from candidate viewpoints, not only from parts of the object already measured, but also from unknown portions of the environment.
A. Information Gain
As mentioned, the view quality function estimates the information gain that could be obtained from candidate viewpoints. To help accomplish this, a volumetric occupancy grid called Octomap is used to store a probabilistic representation of the object and environment [17] . Octomap is a memory-efficient 3D occupancy grid framework that uses an octree data structure to divide 3D space into hierarchical nodes representing voxels. Occupied, empty, and unknown areas in the environment are tracked. Octomap stores probabilistic occupancy information for each voxel based on integrated measurements from a sensor model.
The quality of a viewpoint is defined as the expected total information gain that would be obtained by taking a new sensor measurement from that viewpoint. The total information gain of an object representation can be found by summing the changes in entropy in each voxel of the object:
where z k +1 is a new measurement, i is a cell index, O is the set of all voxels occupied by the object of interest, and H(m k i ) is the entropy of the random binary occupancy variable m i corresponding to voxel i given measurements z 1:k . A higher value of information gain corresponds to a higher certainty about the occupancy of voxels representing the object.
In general, when considering the NBV for a partially known object in a partially known space, the true set of voxels that correspond to the object is not known with certainty. In addition, the entropy of each voxel after taking a future measurement is clearly uncertain. To account for these uncertanties, the total information gain from new measurement z k +1 is defined as follows:
where v i is a random binary variable that indicates whether voxel i receives a measurement from To account for the uncertainty in v i , o i , the viewpoint quality Q(X , M) of a candidate viewpoint X given a volumetric map M is defined as the expectation of information gain:
where z k +1 is taken from candidate viewpoint X . Since the summand is 0 when either v i or o i are 0, this expectation is equivalent to replacing the indicator variables by the probabilities that each variable is true. In the rest of the letter, P (v i = 1) and P (o i = 1) are denoted as P (v i ) and P (o i ) for brevity. The value Q(X , M) is the predicted information gain of the cost function at viewpoint X . The next section formulates the probabilities P (v i ) and P (o i ).
B. Occlusion and Object Probabilities
The true probability that cell i belongs to the set of cells representing the object O, P (o i ), involves interdependencies between all cells, making solutions computationally intractable. To enable computational tractability, two assumptions are made about the distribution. For cells that have received sensor measurements, it is assumed that the probability of belonging to the object is equivalent to the probability of occupancy, or P (o i ) = P (m i ). For unknown cells that have received no measurements, it is assumed that P (o i ) depends only on other cells that have received measurements and is independent of other unknown cells. It is assumed that this probability decays with distance from frontier cells. Many functions can provide this attribute, but for convenience a squared exponential decay function was chosen:
where d F i is the euclidean distance between cell i and the nearest frontier cell, and α is a variable set by the user (by default α = 2). Frontier cells are unknown cells that border both empty and occupied cells, and are therefore at the edges or "frontiers" of the currently known representation of the object. Fig. 1 shows a 2D example of a partially measured object and the resulting frontier cells. Black cells are occupied, light blue are free, and dark blue are unknown. The red shading on the unknown cells close to the occupied cells indicates their estimated probability of belonging to the object, P (o i ). From Equation 4, the frontier cells have the highest probability (among unknown cells) of belonging to the object. This follows from the assumption that a 3D object is continuous and closed in the discretized occupancy grid representation, and thus there cannot be any frontier cells in a complete representation of the object. As the distance between an unknown cell and the closest frontier cell increases, the probability that the cell belongs to the object decreases exponentially. The factor α can be adjusted to make the algorithm more suited to making predictions for larger or smaller objects, since α determines how fast P (o i ) decays with distance from frontier cells.
The probability that a cell receives a measurement from the candidate viewpoint, P (v i ), takes into account self-occlusion by the object and the range of the sensor. It is assumed that a cell receives a measurement if the cell is in the sensor's range and there is a clear line of sight from the sensor to the cell. In the discretized uncertain occupancy grid representation of the object, this probability is given by the following: where R is the set of cells traversed by the ray from the candidate viewpoint X to cell i. Thus, P (v i ) is the joint probability that all cells between the candidate viewpoint and cell i along the sensor's line of sight are not occupied (no occlusions). Fig. 2 illustrates the virtual ray between a candidate viewpoint and a cell. All cells intersected by the yellow ray compose the set R.
With the ability to rank the quality of candidate viewpoints, a NBV search algorithm can be made. The algorithm iteratively chooses a NBV for the sensor based on the current representation of the map M and a search space S of candidate viewpoints as follows:
C. Ground Plane Rejection
In order to keep from reconstructing the entire ground plane along with the object of interest, it is necessary to have some method of distinguishing and rejecting voxels belonging to the ground plane to prevent them from contributing to information gain calculations. This is a problem that must be addressed by any object reconstruction algorithm. This can be done with any ground plane recognition algorithm. The experiments conducted in this work use a simple method that ignores voxels below a threshold height in the volumetric map when calculating view quality.
D. CPU Time Optimization
In order to make the algorithm fast enough to perform online searching, the implementation of calculating the cost function can be optimized to be computationally efficient while maintaining the theoretical calculations. Values for ΔH and P (o) are calculated once for the unknown voxels near frontier voxels and stored in a secondary occupancy grid to avoid repeat calculations for different candidate viewpionts. Furthermore, these calculations are only performed for unknown voxels close enough to the current object representation to have non-negligible values for P (o). Instead of repeating thousands of ray tracing operations for each candidate viewpoint to find P (v), the ray tracing 
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k ← k + 1 11: end while process is vectorized as a lookup table of cell indices for a virtual sensor. To decrease the cardinality of the search space, the vectorized ray tracing process is performed for all cells in a spherical field of view, and each cell's contribution to view quality is added to the quality of orientations for which the cell would be in the real sensor's field of view. This provides a fast way to find view quality for any orientation at a given location, and thereby decreases the search space from full 6D down to 3D, an exponential decrease in search space.
IV. AN ADAPTABLE OBJECT RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
Algorithm 1 presents the architecture of the Adaptable Probabilistic Object Reconstruction Algorithm (APORA). This NBVbased algorithm enables mobile robots equipped with 3D sensors to reconstruct a priori unknown objects. The algorithm dynamically generates a search space of viewpoint candidates based on current knowledge of the unknown object. A view quality function calculates the expected information gain that could be obtained from each candidate view in the search space to select the next desired sensor pose. A navigation system performs dynamic path planning and obstacle avoidance to direct the robot to the NBV. During navigation, the volumetric map is constantly updated and a new NBV is computed once the current NBV has been reached or is found to be unreachable. This process is repeated until a termination criterion is met. The four required components of the algorithm are listed below:
Sensor Processing: The low-level sensor processing tasks: collecting point clouds from the 3D sensor, updating the volumetric map with the data, and determining the robot pose (e.g.
RGB-D SLAM).
View Quality Function: The probabilistic cost function discussed in Section III. It selects the viewpoint with highest expected information gain as the NBV.
Navigation: Path planning, obstacle avoidance, and robot locomotion. Path planning is dynamically updated as more of the environment is discovered, and determines if a NBV becomes unreachable as new parts of the object are observed.
Control Hub: The central control of autonomous behavior. This component uses the current volumetric map of the object to dynamically generate a search space of candidate viewpoints for the View Quality Function, determines when to compute new NBVs, and evaluates the termination criterion.
A. Search Space Generation
The proposed algorithm introduces a novel method of dynamic NBV searchspace generation that enables the algorithm to adapt to objects of any size. Existing volumetric reconstruction approaches such as Vasquez-Gomez et al., and Isler et al. use pre-designed sets of candidate viewpoints that are assumed to cover the entirety of the object. These viewpoints are sampled from basic geometries such as spheres or cylinders. [13] - [15] . The proposed algorithm generates a set of candidate viewpoints based on the current representation of the object. As discussed in Section III, the volumetric map is first processed to determine all voxels that have a non-negligible probability of belonging to the object P (o i ). Then a bounding box is chosen that contains all voxels within the sensor's range of any voxel with a non-negligible P (o i ). This bounding box is gridded at a userdefined resolution (or a user-defined search space size) and the centers of grid cells are taken for 3D locations of viewpoints. This search space is then pruned according to any limitations on the sensor configuration space (e.g. maximum reachable sensor height for a mobile robot). As discussed in Section III, the View Quality Function efficiently calculates information gain for many sensor poses at each 3D candidate location that cover all directions of view. Thus, the size of the candidate search space is dynamically scaled with the size of the expected object, minimizing the required search time for small objects while having the ability to adapt to large objects.
B. Termination Criterion
A simple termination criterion is used to determine completion of object reconstruction. The termination criterion is met if
I.e. when the information gain of the highest scoring candidate viewpoint (the NBV) falls below a user-defined threshold. This is the same criterion proposed by [15] . An advantage of this type of criterion is that it takes into account any restrictions on sensor configuration space. For example, if part of the object cannot be observed by any reachable candidate viewpoints, the algorithm will still terminate once no more information can be obtained from reachable viewpoints.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed reconstruction algorithm and compare it to the state of the art, a simulation-based validation study was conducted using Gazebo 1 and ROS 2 . A simulated Microsoft Kinect RGB-D sensor with a maximum range of 1.5 meters was used, and iteratively placed at each NBV to view and reconstruct the object. The same APORA algorithm was used to reconstruct each of the three objects; no parameters were changed to make the algorithm work with the different sizes and complexities of the different objects. Since a "teleporting" navigation method was used for simulation, a simple collision detection method was used to check the validity of candidate viewpoints before moving the sensor. Note that on a real robot (e.g. the experiment in Section VI), the navigation system checks the validity of the NBV as the robot attempts navigation to the NBV. Fig. 3 shows the objects reconstructed and the results. Both algorithms used octree representations of the environment with 0.01 meter resolution. First, the Stanford Bunny 3 model was reconstructed using APORA as well as a reconstruction algorithm presented by Isler et al. [15] using the top-performing "proximity count" IG formulation. Isler released source code for the reconstruction algorithm, which was used to run these comparisons. The Stanford Bunny model was used in Isler's letter to compare several proposed IG formulations with algorithms by Kriegel et al. [18] and Vasquez-Gomez et al. [19] . Isler's results demonstrated that their algorithm performed comparably or better than those by Kriegel and Vasquez-Gomez. As may be observed from Fig. 3(g) , both algorithms ended up with complete volumetric reconstructions of the Bunny and therefore the same number of occupied voxels, but APORA converged to a complete model in significantly fewer NBV iterations (5 for APORA compared to 19 for Isler). As Fig. 3(j) illustrates, the map entropy was also decreased much faster for APORA. As defined in Isler, map entropy is defined as the sum of entropies of voxels within a cube of 1.28 m side length surrounding the object. Note that the results differ somewhat from the results in Isler's letter because a different sensor with better coverage density was used (Microsoft Kinect vs. Stereo Cam).
Next, a Pioneer robot was used as the object to be reconstructed. This object, while of similar size to the bunny, is more complex and contains regions that are more difficult to view (e.g. between wheels and chassis and under the chassis). For this object, APORA significantly outperformed Isler. One reason for this improvement is the fact that APORA generates a vastly larger search space of candidate viewpoints and thus can find more precise views that observe more difficult regions of the object. Its computational efficiency allows it to search this larger space in a similar amount of time as Isler's algorithm. Isler's algorithm requires a predesigned set of viewpoints to be provided; we used a set of 88 views sampled from a dome centered over the object that was provided with the source code. Table I summarizes the computational time vs. search space for each algorithm. As can be seen, APORA evaluates viewpoints on the order of 1.0 × 10 5 faster than Isler. Finally, a vehicle was reconstructed by APORA using exactly the same algorithm setup to demonstrate its ability to adapt to larger objects. On the other hand, the setup for Isler's algorithm would need to be changed to enable it to reconstruct an object of that size. In addition, the large number of candidate viewpoints required to cover the entire vehicle would make Isler's algorithm very slow in computing NBVs. APORA had an average calculation time of 62 seconds for the vehicle reconstruction. This time could be brought down significantly by decreasing the resolution of the volumetric map or making the searchspace of viewpoints more coarse.
VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
To demonstrate the capability of APORA on an actual robot in real time, we implemented it on a KUKA youBot equipped with an ASUS Xtion Pro Live (RGB-D sensor). Pose was provided using a combination of robot odometry and RTAB-Map [20] (RGB-D SLAM). RTAB-Map was also used to generate the map used for navigation and the point cloud of the object. The algorithm was implemented in ROS. Computation was split across three machines to maximize speed. The youBot computer ran the robot drivers, a laptop on the youBot ran sensor processing and RGB-D SLAM software, and an Intel Core i7 laptop connected over WiFi ran the NBV search algorithm. Fig. 4 shows the object used for the experiment. Note there are several complex surfaces on the object that can only be observed from special viewing positions: a high overhang, a low shelf with books underneath, and a traffic cone partially hidden by the walls. Colored tape was added to the scene to aid the RGB-D SLAM software. The reconstruction algorithm was run three times from different initial positions around the object. For each run, a small portion of the object was visible from the robot's starting position to seed the search algorithm. Fig. 5(a)-(d) shows the initial and final point cloud representation of the object in the first run of the experiment, as well as the volumetric representation of the object. Note that the difficult areas such as under the shelf were observed and reconstructed. The other two runs also achieved complete representations of the object, as shown in Fig. 5(e)-(h) .
The robot took about 3:30 to finish reconstructing the object, showing that the algorithm can be run in real time. One run took 10 NBVs to converge, and the other two took 9 NBVs each. Regardless of the initial starting location, the robot had a quite efficient path for reconstructing the object, without needing to make several trips around the object. Due to error from the pose provider, there was significant noise in the reconstructed objects, which kept the algorithm from being able to distinguish or observe the small details in the object, such as the small occlusions behind the traffic cone. However even in the presence of noise it still did an excellent job finding all the major details of the object. A video of the reconstruction process is available accompanying this submission. The video demonstrates the robot selecting and navigating to NBVs while reconstructing the object.
VII. CONCLUSION
A novel adaptable, probabilistic object reconstruction algorithm for mobile robots is presented, including a novel NBV cost formulation. While there are other NBV algorithms in literature, the proposed work is the first approach that enables mobile robots to explore and reconstruct an unknown object without making any assumptions on the size of the object. The algorithm uses an information-theoretic cost function that predicts the total amount of information gain that can be obtained from a candidate viewpoint, using a probabilistic framework to estimate potential information gain in unknown areas of the environment. The framework enables the algorithm to also consider self-occlusions by the object. Experiments in simulation and the real world confirm that the proposed algorithm can converge to a complete representation of an unknown object in a relatively small number of iterations, including complicated non-convex objects. It performs comparably or better than existing reconstruction algorithms on small objects, while being able to adapt to larger objects that cannot be reconstructed by existing algorithms. In addition, the information-based cost function allows the algorithm to have a natural termination criterion that indicates when the representation of the object is complete.
